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A preeminent sexologist and expert in religion, Adam Roussos hasnâ€™t set foot on Greek soil
since his fatherâ€™s death years ago. But when an archaeologist friend, Aquiles Vangelis, pleads
for him to come to Athens to witness a groundbreaking discoveryâ€”one that threatens to bring
organized Christianity to its kneesâ€”itâ€™s like a sirenâ€™s song he canâ€™t ignore. When Adam
arrives in Greece, Aquilesâ€™s daughter, the Hellenistic beauty Alexia, reveals that her father has
inexplicably vanished. Now the two must comb through Aquilesâ€™s years of researchâ€”on the true
origin of man, sexual alchemy, and a mystical 12,000-year-old quartz with extraterrestrial
powersâ€”for clues to his whereabouts. As chaos unfolds around them, Adam and Alexia soon
realize theyâ€™re racing not only against the kidnappersâ€™ clocksâ€¦but quite possibly the end of
humanity. From DNA activation to the ascension of Earth predicted in the 2012 Mayan Prophecies,
Adamâ€™s Secret offers electrifying insights into some of the most provocative spiritual questions of
our time.
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The first book I've read in some time, I was pleased at what I read and what it finally lead up to. It
was entertaining and interesting. For most of my life, I've been skeptical of the world's religions, but
receptive to the underlying wisdom and often complicated messages, cloaked in stories and
examples seemingly specifically designed to use situations we may relate to, in order to, actually,
help us to understand much larger realities. The interpretations of this book might be described as

as "Chariots of the Gods + surprise guest deliver evolutionary, spiritual, and cosmic truth to willing
Earthlings" or something like that. Easy to read. And does make many fine points about our
screwed up, fear-/greed-driven species, while offering positive and hopeful images of human nature,
as well. A few hundred or so fast-turning Kindle pages await you.

The writing was good. The story line was good, even if it took ideas from many other famous books
including the Bible and Raiders of the Lost Ark. About half way through I realized where the book
was going and thought that only a man would actually write that the future of humanity depended on
loving everyone and therefore having sex with them physically, mentally, whatever. I kept waiting for
someone to jump out and yell " PSYCH"!!!!! What a load of manure. What is really crazy are the
numbers of people who believe this load and expect to "live happily ever after". I could go on forever
but I've got to run out to buy my Crystal....."PSYCH"!!!!! PB

Amazing story line but is it really a story? Would LOVE to meet the author. If you have an open
mind about what is really going on out there - in government, cover up, and space - it's a must read!

It was hard to separate fantasy from reality. Seems the author worked hard to convert readers to his
spiritual reality. While I followed and enjoyed the story line, there was much that I skipped trying to
stick with the plot.

Really enjoyed feeling like I'm a participant in the process of exploration. Keeps you wanting to turn
the next page and chapter to see where you are going next. Such a mingling of two entities: science
and heavenly body's.I so enjoyed the characterization s. Thanks to you for this adventure. Sharon

I had high hopes for this book after reading the synopsis. The concept was interesting to me, and I
was looking forward to reading about Greece and archaeology and lost secrets found.
Unfortunately, the potential of the story is lost, and the writing style is elementary at best. I couldn't
make it more than a few chapters before I had to put it down. The dialogue between Adam and
Alexia could have been written by a middle-school student. Don't waste your time with this book.

The theory mr Ferrara is using in this book is actually quite interesting, and aligns with the common
ancient aliens theory. It is well explained in most aspects.However, he then writes this low budged
thriller around this excellent theory, which I thought was both poorly written, predictable, and

boring.This could have to do with the fact that I did not read the original version, but the translated
version.
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